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ABSTRACT
Blockchain has been created in the process of development in bitcoin. It’s a singly linked list of block, with each block containing a number of transactions and each list in the blocks using with cryptographic functions. The cryptographic hash function contains the hash of the previous block, timestamp, and transaction ID. Blockchain services include the authentication, confidentiality, integrity, data and resource provenance, and privacy and access control lists technologies. The authentication provider authenticates decentralized database with transactions in private-public key pair. This key-pair is used in the transport layer security with the entire network. The network legitimizes the transaction after that and adds the transaction to the blockchain. A sequence of blocks in blockchain holds the complete record of transactions like a public ledger. The integrity data written in the blockchain cannot be altered subsequently. By limiting access to the information in confidentiality, only authorized users can access the information, so that information is also protected.

INTRODUCTION
Bitcoin and its underlying Blockchain technology were first conceptualized by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 but implemented in 2009, as a core of peer-to-peer version of electronic cash systems, these cash systems allows online payments to send directly from one party to another party without central trusted authorities like bank systems or payment services (Nakamoto, 2008). The digital currency i.e., Bitcoin components support for these transactions. Blockchain could be regarded as a public ledger for all committed transactions stored in list of blocks, are new blocks are appended to it continuously, and it resolved by double spend problem together with peer-to-peer technology with cryptographic tools. So that linking every transaction to the transaction preceding it in a tamper proof resistant manner. Blockchain is an open distributed ledger technology that can record the transactions between two par-
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ties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way (Marco and Karim, 2017). The Blockchain can be specified that different requirements or keywords; the first requirement is open (whatever information inside the Blockchain, that information should be accessible to all i.e. Everyone will be able to validate and use that particular information), second one is distributed ledger or decentralized (no single party control – who are in the platform and their communicating with each other), third one is efficiently (need to ensure the efficiency of the information, efficiency of the protocol, so that the protocol need to be fast and scalable), the next one is verifiable (verifiable is important key in Blockchain, who are in the network they should be able to check the validity of the information and final one is permanent (inside the information in Blockchain, that information is persistent). So that once you have inserted information into the Blockchain, then you will not be able to change or update that information in future time, that means the information is persistent, its otherwise called tamper proof, so these are the important properties of Blockchain environment. The requirements said that, any alternation of any block cannot be done without alternation of all subsequent blocks which makes the system permanent, efficient and verifiable. When Bitcoin cryptocurrency introduced that time Blockchain technology used. Blockchain was born with Bitcoin. Bitcoin most commonly used application in Blockchain technology, the entire Bitcoin network it supports Blockchain, and Blockchain works as a fundamental building block with behind the development of Bitcoin. Which is emerged as a digital currency, many people believe that Blockchain could revolutionize many fields, such as finance, accounting, management, and law leading. It’s a decentralized digital currency payment system with public transaction ledger. Bitcoin uses public key infrastructure (PKI) mechanism. The user of PKI has pair of public and private keys. The private key is authentication of user and the public key is address of the user in Bitcoin wallet (Yli-Huumo, KO, Choj and Park, 2016).

The evolution of Blockchain technology namely; Blockchain 1.0 – it’s the decentralization of money and payments, basically used for cryptocurrencies, Blockchain 2.0 used for digital finance and industries (In Blockchain 2.0 smart contract was first introduced the way to verify assets, properties, products and services), and Blockchain 3.0 is the decentralization of digital society and its used for applications of IoT, health and government, it offers more security as compared to Blockchain 1.0 and 2.0, and it’s used for various industries, arts health, media and many government institutions (Supriya and Kulkarani, 2017).

Blockchain technology is the sharing and storing of information in a single block, each block has many transactions, storing of information is permanent in the block; blocks are connected with each other, block chain has been created in the process of development is bit coin, is growing list of records with linked list manners, each list in the blocks using with cryptographic functions. Both users sharing the documents and also simultaneously edit the documents. One problem to be raised in centralized systems for single point of failure; to load the data in Google doc do not have enough bandwidth, not able to edit the documents. In centralized systems single point is not safe vs. decentralized systems can have multiple points of coordination’s vs. distributed systems can have each one executes the job. Blockchain is a type of database that is duplicated on many systems or nodes. Every node, the node maintains local copy of global data sheet. All the nodes have the same information’s for to access the transactions, the information is stored on blocks, but cannot change or delete a transaction from the Blockchain.

Each block has multiple transactions, with each transaction having a unique reference number, time stamp and points to previous transactions. Each node to access to all previous blocks. The last block in the Blockchain contains the latest executed transactions, so that the Blockchain is continuously growing. A decentralized database system ensures that strong consistency support with local copy of data; every node is identical based on the global information local copies of data always updated. The cryptographic